The purpose or practical induction is to create systems ror powerrul (efficient and effective) generalization learning. This paper argues that a ,cientific approach to practical induction promotes discovery of essential principles. Some have emerged from development of the author's learning systems, which have contributed promising methods and unique results.
INTRODUCTION (Induction in Seie~ce and in Machine Learning)
A scientist creates and tests intelligent hypotheses. Experiment may falsiry an hypothesis H; on the other hand repeated testing may support H-i.e. raise its credibility [26] . For example, H might be "Localization or credit improves machine learning." Because many implelIlenta tions seem to support this, we tend to believe it (although it might be interesting to detet-mine details [23] ). The resources or science are limited, so we strive to direct efforts well, and we deye!op disciplines (methodologies) ror this end. Powerful methodologies are both efficient and effectit'e: they avoid poor hypotheses and promote discovery of credible ones.
Analogue in machine learning. Hypothesis formation is induction, which AI tries to mechanize. I In theory, induction presents no problem: hypotheses can simply be generated and tested [2, 26] . In practice, however, the problem is so complex that etl'ective and efficient methods ror limiting search are imperative.
Practical induction: power == effectiveness + efficiency. The study or practical induction in machine learning has two broad goals: construction or power/ul (etl'ective and efficient) representations and algorithms, and discovery or principles underlying this power.
Aspects include scope or application, noise management, computational complexity, conver gence to optima1.control structures, etc. [2,6,9, 21}. Search ror principles. What. are the essential ingredients or a powerrul inductive sys tem! In confronting this question, some researchers have synthesized systems and created models, although this work is just beginning [2, 4, 6, 10, 20] . Despite the elusiveness or power ful induction, unified models have been aided by weU-eonceived systems. As is typical of sci ence and engineering, theory guides design and experiment, which in turn hones theory. [21] . The system PLS uses probabilistic methods to induce probabilistic utility, as utility provides a bridge between domain and induction.' Utilityembo dies ideas or active, goal-directed perception [3, 8] which can contribute to inductive power.
Constraints. Inductive power is related to restrictions imposed on data specification, on rorms of classes or concepts, and on algorithmic processing 12, 21, 26] . For example, features (attributes or objects) selected by the user, are designed to compress data even befor~ any mechanized induction [19, 20] . Further, utility almost always bears a smooth relationship to user-selected reatures. This allows meaningrul dUltering or objects in local neighborhoods or reature space. See [21J for further discussion and more rererences.
Cluster analysis. In our view, Samuel designed signature tables to compress similar utilities into reature space cells [25] . Much of this was not automated, whereas PLSI [2, 6. 19, 201 . Utility is the sole basis for clustering in PLSI and "clustering" in ID3.
WHAT PRODUCES POWER! (Principles)
This section suggests a few incipient principles which may underlie inductive power. All para graphs but the last refer to mechan;:ed induction.
Mediating structures. Discussed further in [20, 22] , this is a proposed addition to Buchanan's model (41. Successful systems tend to incorporate knowledge structures which mediate objects and concepts during inductive processing. These structures are varied. One codes growing assurance ot provisional hypotheses (through probabilistic information in PLSl).
Another mediating structure houses components of tentative concepts (in PLSO). PLSO employs divide and conquer techniques to build knowledge in chunks of increasing complexity [20, 22] .
Hypotheses, gradually and tentatively constructed on lower levels, become confirmed elements of higher level concepts. Consequently the time complexity is improved [22] .
Representation of whole sets of hypotheses using boundaries. Mitchell's deter ministic candidate elimination tor version 3paces [11] is efficient because limited boundaries represent whole sets of hypotheses (the boundaries gradually converge). The author's PLSI is efficient. (yet cautious) beca.use tentative boundaries represent. the restricted set of partially confirmed hypotheses (boundaries provisionally converge, with increasing as.surance).
Multiple use or single events in credit localization. In traditional methods of optim.
ization (e.g. hill climbing, response surrace fitting), solving a problem contributes only a single datum. In contrast, probabilistic learning systems like Samuel's checker player and PLSI make use of every single event (e.g. each state in heuristic search). No one event can errantly O'ierW helm the system, but still, each one updates knowledge about every feature or reature space cell. A similar situation arises in PLSO, only it is much more pronounced. Here a single object provides information about a myTiad or object components. (PLSO rocuses on the important ones.) This is reminiscent or ,demata in genetic algorithms: a single structure codes and supports many combinations and generalizations or its components [7] .
Mutual data support. As in the previous paragraph, this involves multiple use or scarce information for the inductive process. Mutual data ,upport is a term coined by the author to express a subtle combination of phenomena. In many generalization algorithms (e.g.
cur"e fitting, clustering), the agglomeration or similar events ,imuitaneQu$iy promotes data compression, noise management, accuracy improvement, and concept formation. Mutual data support appears in various forms in aU PLS systems. See {15-23], particularly [20, 22] .
Proper s)'stem assessment. (How much knowledge is acquired?) This point ~efers not to mechanized induction, but to our inference about the power of s)'stems. Precise assess ment is important, not simply to know which methods are better, but also to help discover why they work well, in order to improve models, theories and designs. We need standards for answering questions such as: How difficult is the inductive task being studied! How much knowledge is acquired autonomously, versus the amount given by the user [21, 24 ]! To scientifically assess substantial learning in systems like PLSO, we need to quantify inductive difficulty of environments and inductive power of systems [19, 20, 21, 22\ . This suggests analysis of computational complexity, and measurement of cost effectiveness.
CONCLUSIONS (Suitable scholarship)
In addition to specific methods, results, and contentions in or about mechanized practical induction (generalization learning), we have given a number of suggestions for scientific research in the field: Discovering equivalences in knowledge representations and algorithms is important for clear progress. So is quantification of the power of systems. Our machine learn ing investigations can also benefit from theoretical issues and results (2) . One example is the highly developed work on credibility criteria by Watanabe (26, pp.154 a.J. 
